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I would suggest to some developers to make
this driver a bit more friendly on startup, so
after you have started it it looks much more
like Windows driver. Under Windows driver

you had to load the driver first, then the card
or it would not work. Then it started. In linux
it looks like as if the card is uninstalled and I
need to start it again. I need to talk to the
developers of this driver, i don't have any
memory how to make mplayer play the

video output of this device, it is set to 00 but
not yet really working, i never had this

problem before. As i told, i got this card to
use with my DVB-S2 HD channels, so the
drivers are needed. For some unknown
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reason i need to activate the CI-module on
my card before mplayer will accept the video

out. Even upgraded bios and upgraded
driver to 6.10.213.0.. still the same. Sound
like a coincidence. Unless it is the fact, that
the chipset, of which I will use media is the

newest one. I have to use a VT60. I hope so I
have to admit, this was one hell of a

surprise. I have no idea what i did. I was
using the older drivers, then switched to the
newer ones. now its working fine. I can even
use it in-game. For some reason, its working

now and i can use it with DXVA. Its like it
reboots. I had uninstalled them, I upgraded
the bios and then I got weird sounds and no
picture. So, I installed the new drivers and it

was fine. Weird There are several people
with Voodoo Drivers having no sound. This is

the same error that you are encountering.
You should check out that thread. It has

what sounds like the answer to your
problem. I've also attached that thread for
reference. It has a few different solutions
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I have been attempting to use my USB
Twinhan 1041 (USB IR reciever) to control

Premiere Pro or to load a file to play back on
a site. After several tries, I decided I should

post the fruits of my labor. Here is the
method I used to get my Twinhan working
with PPro and I will answer any questions

you have. I have used Twinhan on Premiere
Pro CS2, C2, and C3. If you are having

trouble getting a USB device recognized by
Premiere Pro, (and you are using CS2 or

higher), try going to the setup window and
selecting: Windows -> Device Manager.

Check "Add" and then select USB from the
dropdown menu. The next time you plug a
USB device in to your computer, it should
auto-discover it. My Yamaha HTIB-SR8000
was working with Premiere Pro 6.0 but not

7.0. I upgraded Premiere Pro to 7.0 and it is
not playing back music from the HTIB-
SR8000 anymore. I have tried several

settings on my USB Twinhan 1041 to no
avail. I can set the control to both Analog
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and Digital. I can set the output to USB or
Analog. I can output TS to xmms (or any

player) and to the files on my desktop. I can
output the TS to a DVD recorder as well. All
this is good, but I still do not have the music
from the HTIB-SR8000 working with Premiere

Pro. I have tried a system reboot and a
charge cycle on the HTIB-SR8000 power
supply. This has not worked. I have read

several books and articles on the Twinhan
hardware and have tried to find a solution to

this problem. I can find no solution. I am
thankful for any help you can give me on this

problem. To use v4l-dvb v5.x s2api driver
just download and extract

dvb_usb_technoTrend_v4l.tar.gz into your
cgi-bin or into your cgi-bin/modules. Ensure

that your fstab has an entry for
/dev/dvb/adapter0/... which is

/dev/dvb/adapter0/... in your case.
/dev/dvb/adapter0/... is just an arbitrary

linux symlink which exists on your system.
5ec8ef588b
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